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1. Syntactic structures and semantic types: some choices 
When we begin to construct a theory of semantic in terpretation and the syntax­
semantics interface, we need to make a number of fundamental decis ions that 
have no obvious empirical justification.  Consider the following three question s ,  
for each of which there are at  least two answers. 
First, what i s  the semantic type of VPs? One answer i s  that VPs are 1 -
place predicates .  An alternative answer is  that VPs are formulas . !  For example ,  
the LF-representation for John left on the "predicates" hypothesis may be ( 1 ) . 
( 1 )  [S John [vp left ] ] 
On the "formulas" hypothesi s ,  the same sentence has an LF such as (2a) or (2b) .  
(2) a. [s _ [vp John left ]  ] 
b. [s Johnx [vp x left] ] 
In (2b) ,  the subject i s  i n  i ts  surface posit ion and binds a variable i n  the VP, 
whereas in  (2a) i t  has been reconstructed into the VP. If reconstruction of moved 
phrases is always an option in  the derivation of LF, both structures are generated.  
The semantic i nterpretation of ( I )  and (2a) i s  straightforward , g iven su i table 
lexical entries and the rule of functional appl ication .  For structures l ike (2b), we 
need a semantic rule l ike (3 ) . 2  
Our second quest ion i s :  what are the LF struc tures projected by 
quantificational determiners? Quantificational determiners are standardly taken to 
denote functions of type « e, t>,« e,t>, t» . Given the functional appl ication 
ru le ,  they are therefore straightforwardly  interpretable in the LF-structure (4) ,  
where 1;. and � are I -pl ace predicates .  
G r: 
(4) every 1;. 
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For example, the LF for every man left may look as in (5a) or (5b) .  
(5) a. [S every man [vp left] ] 
b .  [S every man AX [S x [vP left] ] ] 
(5b) would be the result of moving every man by QR, where i t  i s  assumed that 
appl ications of QR leave a trace and automatically introduce a A-abstractor right 
below the moved phrase. 3 If QR i s  optional ,  both LFs are generated. E ither way ,  
every combines wi th two  I -place predicates .  On  the "predicates" hypothesi s 
about quantificat ional determ iners, this i s  the only opt ion : quant ifi c at ional 
determiners always appear in the configuration (4) with two I -place predicates. 
On an alternative view, quantificational determiners at LF carry a variable 
subscript and combine with two constituents <I> and 'I' that are formulas, as in (6) . 
This  " formulas" hypothesis goes along with the assumption that the NP after the 
determiner contain s  a s i lent subject ,  which is a variable coindexed wi th  the 
determi ner. It  is also assumed that when a DP headed by a quantifi cat ional 
determiner moves, the trace it leaves is a variable coindexed with the determiner 
(and no A-abstractor i s  introduced). The LF of our sentence every man left i s  then 
something l ike (7). 
(7) [ [DP everyx [NP x man] ] [ x  left] ] 
A suitable interpretation rule for such structures is (8) .4 
(8) [ [every x <I> 'l'I]l� = 1 i ff [ ['I']]g[x/a) = 1 for every a such that [ [<I>]]g[x/a) = 1 .  
Third, what i s  the semantic type of restrictive relative clauses?  Again ,  
there i s  a "predicates " hypothesis and a "formulas " hypothes is .  On the  former, 
relative clauses are I -place predicates .  For instance , the relative c lause which t 
left has the LF-representation (9) ,  where x stands for the trace, and the moved 
which i s  represented and interpreted as a A-abstractor. 
(9) [Cp Ax [S x left] ] 
Rel at i ve c lauses then combine with the NPs they modify by the semantic 
operat ion of set- in tersect ion .  On the alternative v iew,  relat ive c l auses are 
formulas. The relative pronoun is itself a variable on this "formulas " hypothes is  
( l ike ordinary personal pronouns) ;  i t  i s  not a A-abstractor, nor i s  A-abstraction 
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introduced in  its movement. It  may or may not reconstruct at LF, so the LF for 
the relative c lause which t left is either ( l Oa) or ( l ab) .  
( 1 0) a. [cp _ [5 x left ]  ] 
b. [cp Xy [5 y left] ] 
( l ab )  would be in terpreted by ru le ( 3 ) .  The semant ic  operation combin i ng 
relative clause and NP is conjunction (presupposing again that the NP contains a 
subject) . 
To summarize, there are a number of cases where a kind of phrase might 
be semantically interpreted e i ther as a I -place predicate or as a formula, provided 
appropriate concomitant assumptions. Is there any poin t  in arguing about which 
choice is right ,  or i s  i t  ultimately just a matter of taste, habit ,  and expository 
convenience? 
The aim of this paper i s  to find evidence which favors the formulas 
hypothesi s over the predicates hypothesis i n  each of the three cases we have 
looked at (VPs, arguments of determiners ,  relatives) .  The strategy I wi l l  employ 
is to test the two competing hypotheses in conjunct ion w ith a theory of VP­
ell ipsis .  The empirical basis of my argument i s  a general i zation about VP-el l ipsis 
which was recently brought to l ight by Christopher Kennedy . 
2. Kennedy's  generalization 
Kennedy ( 1 994) observes and analyzes contrasts like the fol lowing .S  
( I I )  I vis i ted every country I had to. 
' I  v is i ted every country I had to vis it ' 
( 1 2) I v is i ted every town in every country I had to. 
* ' I  vis i ted every town in  every country I had to vis i t '  
( I I ) , with the read ing indicated, i s  a run-of-the-m i l l  grammatical case of 
antecedent-contained VP-deletion . ( 1 2) ,  by contrast, is not acceptable on the 
indicated reading.6 The relevant difference emerges when we look at the object of 
each instance of the verb visit in the fol lowing logical translations .  
( 1 3 ) '\Ix  [x i s  a country & I had to visit x � I vis i ted x]  
( 1 4) '\Ix  [x i s  a country & I had to visit x � '\Iy [y i s  a town in  x � I vis i ted y]] 
In  ( 1 3) ,  which represents the good example ( l l ) , both instances of visit have the 
same object, namely the country-variable x. This is not so in ( 1 4) ,  the rendition of 
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the bad example ( 1 2) .  Here. the first visit ( the one that represents the deleted 
verb) takes the country-variable x as its object .  whereas the second visit 
(corresponding to the verb in the overt antecedent) takes the town-variable y. 
An analogous pattern, Kennedy argues ,  is seen in certain examples of VP­
deletion which is not antecedent-contained. The grammatical ( 1 5) contrasts with 
the ungrammatical ( 1 6) .  
( 1 5) Every man who wants to leave should.  
'every man who wants to leave should leave' 
( 1 6) Every man who wants George to leave should.  
* 'every man who wants George to leave should leave' 
This time, please look at the subject of each verb leave in the logical translations. 
( 1 7) \;Ix [x is a man & x wants x to leave -7 x should leave] 
( 1 8) \;Ix [x is a man & x wants George to leave -7 x should leave] 
In the good case ( 1 7) ,  the two instances of leave have the same subject ,  v iz . ,  the 
man-variable x .  In the bad case ( 1 8) ,  they have different subjects, George and x 
respectively .  
Both pairs of examples fal l  under a general ization which Kennedy ( 1 994 :  
2) informal ly states a s  fol lows7 : "Ell ipsis between VPa. and VP�, VP� contained 
in  an argument Aa. of VPa..  i s  l icensed only i f  Aa. is identical to the paral lel 
argument A� of VP�. "  (For there to be "ell ipsis between" two VPs means that one 
is el ided and the other its antecedent ;  Kennedy 's formulation i s  del iberately 
neutral as to which of VPa. and VP� i s  the antecedent . )  In ( 1 1 )  and ( 1 2) ,  the 
antecedent VP's object  contains the deleted VP. Hence the general i zation 
demands " identity " between the two VPs' objects. In ( 1 5) and ( 1 6) ,  the deleted 
VP's subject contain s  the antecedent VP. Thus the general izat ion demands 
" identity " between the two VPs' subjects .  The relevant notion of identity i s  
evidently not  surface identity . It apparently has to make reference to semantic 
interpretation or to a semantically transparent syntactic level which in  essential 
respects resembles the i n formal " l ogical  trans lat ions "  I employed above. 
Kennedy offers a concrete proposal in thi s  regard, which I cannot discuss in  the 
space of this  paper. My own proposal wi l l  be developed over the course of the 
next sections .  
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3. A preliminary explanation 
To reiterate from the introduction , my strategy is to compare different conceptions 
of LF by testing their predict ions in conjunction with a theory of el l ipsis .  I 
therefore must commit myself to some concrete assumptions about the principles 
governing ell ipsis in  general and VP-ell ipsis in particular. For didactic reasons, I 
wil l  at first adopt a theory which is s imple and pleas ing,  but which cannot be 
exactly right, especi ally not i n  conjunction with the claims defended in this paper. 
This is essentially the classical theory of Sag ( 1 976) and Williams ( 1 977) .  It says, 
in a nutshell ,  that VP-el l ipsis i s  grammatical iff the deleted VP and its antecedent 
have logical ly equi valent  LF-representations .  The rel evant notion of logical 
equivalence is the standard one :  two expressions ex and � are logical l y  equivalent 
iff [ [ex] ]g = [ [� ] ]g for every variable ass ignment g. 
Armed with th is  condit ion on e l l ips is ,  le t  us take a closer look at the 
Kennedy examples .  For each example, I wil l  specify two different (sets of) LFs . 
First I will give the LF(s) that would be generated under the predicates hypotheses 
sketched in section I .  Then I give the LF(s) that the same example would have 
under the formulas hypotheses. As we will see , the logical equivalence condition 
on VP-ell ipsis makes different  empirical predictions depending on which choice 
of LF it is  applied to. And in  each case, the prediction based on the predicates 
hypotheses wi l l  be wrong ,  and the prediction based on the formulas hypotheses 
will be right. 
Consider ( 1 5 ) and ( \ 6) .  Their LF-structures on the predicates hypotheses 
look as i n  ( 1 9) and (20) respectively . Ax represents the relative pronoun ,  the first 
x its trace, and the second x i n  ( 1 9) the bound PRO. For your convenience, I have 
struck through the deleted VP and underl ined the antecedent VP.  
( 1 9) every [man Ax [x wants x to [vp leave]] ] [should [vp leave]] 
(20) every [man Ax [x wants George to [vp leave]] ] [should [vp leave]]  
Evidently , all concerned VPs denote the property [ [leave]] and are thus logically 
equivalent . This implies that VP-el l ipsis i s  licensed in  both structures, and we do 
not predict that ( 1 6) should be any less acceptable than ( 1 5) .  
Now le t ' s  construct LFs for the same examples ( 1 5 ) and ( 1 6) which 
conform to the formulas hypotheses . One way to do this, a t  least, yields (2 1 )  and 
(22) .  
(2 1 )  everyx [ [x man] [x wants _ to [vp x leave]] ] [should [vp -x-leave] ] 
(22) everyx [ [x man] [x wants _ to [vp George leave] ] ] [should [vp -x-leave] ] 
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These were obtained by exercis ing the reconstruction option wherever possible ; in  
part icular, I have reconstructed PRO and George into their VP-internal trace­
posit ions .  When we apply the logical equivalence condition on VP-el l ips i s  to 
these structures, we predict what we want to .  In (2 1 ) , both VPs are x leave, hence 
they are equivalent . In (22), one VP is George leave and the other one is x leave. 
There are many variable assignments under which these have distinct denotations.  
So  we don't have logical equivalence, and ell ipsis i s  not l icensed - j us t  as 
Kennedy observed. 
The explanation is  not complete before we have made sure that there isn ' t  
some other LF which can al so be generated for ( 1 6) under the formulas 
hypotheses and in  which the two VPs are equivalent .  For example ,  what i f  we 
chose not to reconstruct George? And what if, moreover, we happened to put  the 
same index on George and its trace as we put on every? Then we could generate 
an LF for the bad example ( 1 6) that looks as in (23) .  
(23) everyx  [ [x man] [x wants Georgex to [x leave] ] ]  [should [x-leave ] ]  
This al ternative LF would l icense el l ips is under the equivalence condit ion and 
would thereby undermine the proposed explanation of Kennedy's contrast . 
The problem we are encountering here turns out be an old one. S ag and 
Wil l iams had i t  too (albei t  i n  different  kinds of examples8) .  Sag's remedy was to 
replace "logical equivalence" in  his ell ipsis l icensing condition by a non-standard 
concept of "alphabetic variance .  "9  I wi l l  do something very s imi lar :  keep the 
logical equivalence condit ion as i t  i s ,  but add a general proh ib i t ion agai nst  
"gratuitous" ( i . e . ,  semantically inert) coindexing. Here is a concrete formulat ion .  
(24) No Meaningless Coindexing: If an LF contains  an occurrence of a 
variable v that is bound by a node a, then all occurrences of v in th i s  LF 
must be bound by the same node a. 
For example , (23)  i s  excluded by (24) , s ince one occurrence of x i s  bound by 
Georgex and the others are not .  As far as I can see, (23) a lso excludes any other 
LFs for ( 1 6) that would conform to the formulas hypotheses whi le  havi ng  
logically equivalent VPs. So  with the help o f  "No  Mean ingless Coindex ing" , the 
logical equivalence condit ion on VP-el l ips is  i n  conjunction wi th the formulas 
hypotheses about LF-structure predicts the contrast between ( 1 5 )  and ( 1 6) .  Bu t  i f  
the  formulas hypotheses are replaced by  the  predicates hypotheses , then 
everything else being equal , thi s  desirable prediction is  lost. 
Let us now tum to the other pair of examples, which i nvolves antecedent­
containment. I begin  again with the LFs that are generated under the predicates 
hypotheses. If we adopt "No Meaningless Coindexing" in conjunction w i th the 
predicates hypotheses, then any LFs we can generate for either ( I I )  or ( 1 2) wind 
up fai l ing the equi valence condition. They a l l  look essentially l ike (25)  and (26) ,  
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with a differen t  variable for each lambda. (Recall that I\.x represents the relative 
pronoun, and Ay and Ilz resul t  from applications of QR.) 
(25) every [country Ax [ I had to [vp vistt--x ] ] ]  Ay[I PAST [vp visit yl] 
(26) every [country Ax [ I had to [vp vistt--x ] ] ]  
Ay [every [town i n  y ]  Az [1 PAST [vp vis i t  z] ] ) 
visit x is ne i ther equivalent with visit y nor with visit z .  Accord ing ly ,  both 
examples should be ungrammatical . 
Would it help not  to adopt "No Mean ingless Coindexing " ?  Apparently 
not. If we allow ourselves to reuse variables freely,  we can (among others) 
generate the LFs in  (27) and (28 ) .  
(27) every [country Ax [ I had to [vp v1s-it-J<] ] ]  h [I PAST [vp vis i t  x ] ]  
(28) every [country Ax [ 1 had to [vp vistt--x] ] ]  
Ay [every [town in y ]  h[I PAST [vp vis i t  x ] ] ]  
Now we succeed i n  l icens ing el l ipsis in  (27) under the equivalence condi t ion; but 
we also license i t  in (28) .  Again ,  we do not predict Kennedy's contrast .  
Under the " formulas " hypotheses, we can generate LFs for ( I I )  and ( 1 2) 
that look as fol lows. 
(29) everyx  [ [x  country] [_ had to [vp l-vis1t-x: ] ]  L PAST [vp I vis i t  x ] ] 
(30) everyx [ [x country] L had to [vp I-visit-x:] ] 
[everyy [y town in x] [_ PAST [vp I vis i t  yl ] ]  
These structures are promis ing .  In (29) , which represents the  good example, we  
have equivalent VPs I visit x and I visit x ,  and in (30) ,  which represents the bad 
sentence , we have non-equivalent VPs I visit x and I visit y. As before , of course , 
we must be aware that these are not the only LFs that are generated.  In (29) and 
(30), I reconstructed everyth ing as low as possible, which I need not have done. 
Had I exerci sed the reconstruction option more selectively, might I have been able 
to find an LF for the (bad ! )  example ( 1 2 )  which would h ave passed the 
equivalence condit ion after al l ?  The si tuation turns out to be the same as i t  was 
with the previous pair of examples :  Without the "No Mean ingless Coindexing" 
condit ion , I would indeed be in  trouble ;  but with i ts  he lp ,  the potent ial ly 
problematic alternatives to ( 30) are al l  unavai lable. I inv i te the reader to check 
th is .  
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To summarize, we have been able to deri ve correct predict ions about 
Kennedy's  contrasts by combin ing three ingredients . The first two (essential ly 
from Sag 1 976) were the assumption that VP-delet ion i s  l icensed by logical 
equivalence, and the prohibi t ion against meaningless coindex ing .  The third 
i ngredient consisted in the formulas hypotheses regarding the LF-representations 
of VPs, relatives, and determiner quantification . This third ingredient was seen to 
be indispensable. The competing predicates hypotheses would not have supported 
the same desirable predict ions .  At least they would not have done so i n  
conjunction wi th the same first two  i ngredients,  no r  d i d  we  s e e  an  obvious 
modification of those that would have helped. It seems, therefore , that we have 
come up with bona fide empirical ev idence for the formulas hypotheses and 
against the predicates hypotheses. 
This  could have been the conclusion of the paper, were i t  not for a serious 
problem. The same package of assumptions which has served us  so well in this 
section turns out to make terrible predictions for many other examples, including 
the most ordinary cases of VP-el l ipsi s .  
4. Ellipsis licensing and focus 
The assumptions that al l owed us to explain Kennedy's contrasts make the 
unfortunate prediction that VP-ell ips i s  never allows non-coreferent ial subjects . 
This i s  blatantly false, of course . Consider (3 1 ) . 
(3 1 )  John called, and Mary did too. 
'John called, and Mary called too' 
On the formulas hypothesis about VPs, we cannot find a good LF for th is  
example .  If we reconstruct the subjects, we get  (32a) ,  if  we don 't reconstruct (but 
obey No Meaningless Coindexing) ,  we get (32b) .  
(32) a. _ PAST [vp John callJ , and _ did [vp MaFy-€alI] too 
b. Johnx PAST [vp x cal l ] ,  and Maryy d id  [vp y-eaJ.l] too 
There is no way to meet the logical equivalence condition , and (3 1 )  is ruled out 
exactly l ike ( J  6). The same problem arises if we try to extend the analysis of our 
( 1 1 )  and ( 1 2) to Kennedy 's original versions of these examples :  
(33) Polly visited every town Eric did .  
(34) * Pol ly visited every town in every country Eric did. 
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All LFs we can construct  for the (good ! )  example (33)  fai l  the equivalence 
condition because of the mismatch between Polly and Eric. 
Clearly, at least one of the three i ngredients in the current proposal must 
be wrong .  Which one is it? I contend that the culpri t  is not the formulas 
hypothesis about VPs, but our out-dated assumptions about VP-ell ipsis .  I want to 
argue, in fact, that the problem we have run up against i s  nothing but an especially 
dramatic i nstance of a general type of problem which has already been known for 
a while to plague thi s  classical theory . 
A number of S ag ' s  and Wi l l i ams '  recent crit ics have noted that their 
l icensing conditions were too strict. 10 Specifical ly,  they systematically excluded 
sloppy identity read ings  for pronouns  bound by someth ing  other than the 
antecedent VP's subject. Yet such readings are often available .  A case in point is 
(35) ,  from Jacobson ( 1 992) . 
(35)  Tom wanted Sue to water his p lants, whi le  John wanted Mary to .  
'Tom! wanted Sue to water h is ! plants, whi le John2 wanted Mary to water 
his2 plants . '  
In (my implementation of) Sag 's  theory, the  problem wi th  (35)  presents itself as 
follows. In any LF that represents the intended sloppy reading and obeys the No 
Meaningless Coindexing convention , the two VPs, on the predicates hypothesis ,  
wi l l  be water x 's plants and water y 's plants ,  with dist inct variables x and y. l l 
These are not l ogical ly equivalent .  (The formulas hypothesi s  about VPs would 
only make things worse here, of course . )  So this sort of example shows that the 
c lass ical theory of VP-el l ips is is too restrictive, quite independently of the choice 
between predicates and formulas which i s  the topic of my paper. 
What i s  the remedy ? A number of suggestions can be found in the 
l i terature, and this is not the occasion to compare them. I wi l l  fol low an approach 
pioneered by Rooth ( 1 992b) , which proceeds by dividing the job of l icensing VP­
el l ips is  between two separate condit ions,  of which one refers to the deleted VP 
itself and the other to a possibly larger phrase containing i t . 1 2 El l ips is is l icensed 
only when both conditions are met. 
The VP-Ievel condition requires, very roughly ,  that the deleted VP and its 
antecedent must be made up of the same lexical material . For instance, i t  would 
not allow matching a deleted VP of the form x see Sue with an antecedent of the 
form y be seen by John . But it doesn't care about matters of indexing.  As far as 
this condition is  concerned, x see y would qualify as an antecedent for z see u. A 
preci se and principled formulation of th is  condit ion , although u l t imatel y  very 
important for the credibi l i ty of my conclusions, is beyond the scope of the presen t 
paper. 1 3  
The second condition which Rooth proposes demands that the deleted VP 
has to be contained in a phrase which "contrasts appropriate ly"  with some phrase 
that contains the antecedent VP. The relevant notion of appropriate contrast i s  the 
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same one that characterizes all felicitous uses of contrastive focus .  As far as thi s  
condition i s  concerned, VP-el l ipsis is  ju s t  a special case of  so-called anaphoric 
deaccenting. 
The following defin i tion assumes famil iarity with the basic concepts of 
Rooth's focus semantics . 1 4  
(36) A constituent <I> contrasts appropriately with a constituent \jI i ff 
( i )  <I> and \jI don't overlap, and 
( i i )  for all assignments g ,  the (regular) semantic value of \jI w.r. t .  g is an 
element of the focu s  value of <I> w.r .t .  g .  
For an il lustration , consider a simple example of contrastive focus .  
(37) Mary called. Or perhaps JOHN called. 
Capital ization of JOHN i s  meant to represent a pronunciation on which John bears 
the main stress of its sentence . IS Glossing over many non-triv ial issues in  the 
phonology and phonetics of focus, we assume that thi s  prosody reflects a syntactic 
representation in which John i s  marked with the focus feature F (and there is no 
other F in the c lause John called) . By the rules for the composi tional calcu l ation 
of focus values, th is impl ies that the focus value of the c lause JohnF called i s  the 
set of propositions { that x cal led: x E D } . The first c lause of (37) ,  Mary called, 
has as its (regular) semantic value the proposit ion that Mary cal led ,  which 
happens to be an element of th is  set .  Therefore , JohnF called contrasts 
appropriately with Mary called. (The non-overlap condition is also met; see more 
about the motivation for this in section 5 below.) Compare (37) to an infe l ic itous 
example. 
(38) John sent emai l .  Or perhaps JOHN called. 
The main stress on John  again determines the syntactic representat ion JohnF 
called, with the same focus value as above. But in (38) ,  there i s  no other 
constituent with which JohnF called contrasts appropriate ly .  The proposit ion 
denoted by the sentence John sent email i s  not in { that x cal led: x E D } . 
Let us now analyze an example of VP-el l ipsis , such as (35 ) .  The natural 
way to pronounce th i s  example is with contrastive foci on John and Mary. So it 
seems to have the LF-representation in (39) .  (This  structure i s  based on the 
predicates hypotheses ;  see below for the formulas alternative.) 
(39) Tom AX [X wanted Sue to [vp water x's plants]] , 
while JohnF AY[Y wanted MaryF to [vp water y's plants] ] 
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On Rooth ' s  two-level approach, the ellipsis is l icensed only if, first, there is the 
appropriate lexical match between deleted VP and antecedent, and second, we can 
find a pair of containing phrases that meet the appropriate-contrast requirement. 
S ince the first condition is oblivious to indexing choices , i t  i s  unproblematic in 
(39). What about the second condition? Suppose we choose the whole c lause 
after while as the relevant containing phrase around the deleted VP. Now we 
must calcul ate the focus value of this phrase. This turns out to be the set { that x 
wanted y to water x 's  plants: x, y E D } . Can we find another phrase, surrounding 
the antecedent VP, whose regular value i s  in th is  set? Yes. The complete 
sentence before while will qual ify ,  since it expresses the proposition that Tom 
wanted Sue to water Tom's plants. Thus we have shown how the example is 
licensed. 
In  this application of the appropriate-contrast condition , our choice of 
contain ing phrase was cons iderably l arger than the deleted VP. Was th i s  
necessary , or could we  have chosen a smal ler phrase? Let's l ook a t  the other 
potential candidates .  The smallest possible phrase containing the deleted VP is 
the deleted VP itself. Since this contains no focus, its focus value is the singleton 
set of its regular value. And since it contains an unbound variable not inside a 
focus ,  i ts  focus  value depends on the assignment .  For any g ,  it is the set 
contain ing just the property of watering g(y) 's plants . This being so, any phrase 
that the deleted VP appropriately contrasts with wou ld  have to denote this same 
property under each g. There is no other such phrase in (39) ,  in part icular not 
around the antecedent VP. So th is candidate was " too smal l " .  
What about the infinitival c lause MaryF to water y 's plants?  Thi s  phrase 
contains a focus and therefore has a non-trivial (multi-membered) focus value. 
But it sti l l  contains y free, and its focus value sti l l  depends on the assignment. For 
any g, it is the set of propositions { that x waters g(y) 's  pl ants :  x E D } . So this 
infinitival c lause can contrast appropriatel y  only with phrases a such that, for any 
g ,  there is an x E D such that [ [a]]g is the proposition that x waters g(y) ' s  plants. 
This cannot be unless a contains free y as wel l .  So we will find no such a around 
the antecedent VP in (39) . 
By the same reasoning,  any l arger phrase in which y remains free is too 
small to satisfy the appropri ate-contrast condition as it  appl ies to the LF in (39) .  
The minimal domain within which we can l icense the e l l ipsis i s  the A-abstract 
Ay . . . .  (which was created by movement of the higher subject John ,  or maybe by 
the Derived VP Rule applied to the wan t-VP) . So this is the kind of example 
which shows that e l l ipsis l icensing must sometimes crucial ly  refer to a domain 
larger than the elided VP, and which was therefore systematical ly troublesome for 
the cl assical theory . 
To make the point I just  did, I del iberate ly constructed the LF for (35) on 
the basis of the pred icates hypotheses .  It i s  important to see here that the 
insufficiency of the cl assical theory , and the motivation for a condition on 
genuinely l arger phrases, is not contingent upon the formulas hypotheses for 
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which I argue in this paper.  Examples l ike (35)  give us an independent reason to 
abandon the logical equivalence condit ion on VP-e l l ips i s  and to exp lore 
alternatives such as the dual-level approach proposed by Rooth. 
Rooth's approach is, in principle, compatible with either the predicates or 
the formulas hypotheses .  We have just seen how it accounts for the e l l ips is  in 
(35)  when combined with the predicates hypotheses . On the alternative formulas 
hypotheses, the analys is  of the same example would be a l i t t le d ifferent ,  but 
equally straightforward. We could then generate an LF l ike (40) . 
(40) Tomx [x wanted Suez to [vp z water x 's plants]] , 
while [Johnply [y wanted [Maryp]u  to  [vp  u ' .... ater y's plants] ] 
Again ,  the VP-Ievel condition i s  met, s ince it doesn ' t  care about the different 
variables in z water x 's plants and u water y 's plants. To satisfy the appropriate­
contrast condition, we choose the entire c lause after while. This has the focus 
value { that x wants y to water x 's plants : x, y E D } , of which the regul ar value of 
the clause before while is an element. 
Recall now the problem which stood at the beginning of this sect ion:  in 
conjunction with the c lassical logical equivalence condition on VP-el l ips is ,  the 
formulas hypothesis about VPs was incompatible with the grammatical i ty of (3 1 ) , 
John called, and Mary did too . Let me show now that e l l ipsis is eas i ly  l icensed in 
(3 1 )  if  we combine the formulas hypothesis with the new two-level theory . Here 
is a suitable LF. Notice the focus on Mary, which is consistent with the phonetic 
evidence . 
(4 1 )  Johnx PAST [vp x cal l ] ,  and [ [MarYF] y d id  [vp  y-eall] ] too 
For the VP-Ievel condit ion, x call and y call are a good enough match .  (There 
would be a problem if the subjects were maximal l y  reconstructed, as in (32a) 
above . But I haven't assumed reconstruction to be obl igatory , and here I exploit 
this . )  For the appropriate-contrast condition, choose the phrase [MaryFJy did [vp 
y-eeUJ .  Its focus value is { that x cal led: x E D } . So it contrasts appropriatel y  
with the fi rst conjunct, Johnx PAST [vp x calll. 
In sum, we have e l iminated what seemed to be a fatal  objection to the 
formulas hypothesis about VPs . On the best currently avai l able theory of VP­
e l l ips is ,  thi s objection no longer app l ies .  But what does that imply for the 
conclusions I had reached in the previous section ? There, my arguments in favor 
of the formulas hypotheses had been based on the now rejected c lassical theory . 
Do they sti l l  go through now? 
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5. Kennedy's contrasts revisited 
My next goal i s  to show two things :  first, that the Roothian two-level theory also 
supports an explanation of the Kennedy contrast s ,  and second, that th i s  
explanation also rel ies crucial ly  on  the formulas hypotheses a s  opposed t o  the 
predicates hypotheses. I begin again with examples ( 1 5) and ( 1 6) .  
( 1 5) Every man who wants to leave should. 
( 1 6) *Every man who wants George to leave should. 
I take i t  that ( 1 5 ) has a focus on shou ld, although for the t ime being ,  th i s  
assumption wil l  play no role .  On the formulas hypotheses ,  we  can generate the 
following LF for i t .  (Except for the annotat ion of focus ,  this is exactly (2 1 )  
above .)  
(42) everyx [x man x wants _ to x leave] [_ shouldF Heave] 
The VP-Ievel condition is obviously met. The appropriate-contrast condition is 
also easy to sat isfy .  In th i s  case, even the deleted VP itself can qual ify as the 
relevant containing phrase . Its focus value, for any g, i s  the unit set containing the 
proposition that g(x) leaves .  The antecedent VP expresses that same proposit ion, 
for any g .  So ( 1 5) i s  l icensed, as i t  should be. 
The task of showing that ( 1 6) is properly ru led out i s  a much more 
daunt ing one . Part of the complexity results from the fact that we must now 
consider LFs for every possible way of plac ing  foc i  in ( 1 6) .  After al l ,  the 
judgment regarding ( 1 6) (as reported by Kennedy ) ,  i s  that this sentence is 
unacceptable (on the intended reading) however you pronounce it . Hence a 
complete explanation of thi s  data must cover al l possible focus structures .  How 
many of those are there altogether? This i s  probably not a s imple question to 
answer, and lucki ly I wi l l  not have to get into it very deeply .  Just one assumption 
i s  going to be cruc ial ,  namely, that there i s  a systematic incompatibi l ity between 
focus and delet ion.  Specifical ly ,  deleted phrases or parts thereof cannot be F­
marked, nor can deletion affect a part of an F-marked phrase which would 
otherwise contain the strongest stress in  that phrase. These l aws are far from 
elementary or uncontroversial ,  of course. They should ultimately follow from the 
correct theory of focus phonology, but I am in no position to argue that they do. 1 6  
A further source o f  complexity i s  the optional i ty o f  reconstruction. In 
principle, there are thus many possible LFs for ( 1 6) to consider. However, we can 
deal with large groups of options at once. For one thing, any LF which, l ike (22) 
above, involves maximal reconstruction of the subject George, will not even make 
it past the VP-level l icensing condition : 
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(22) every x [x man x wants _ to George leave ] L should �] 
To avoid such mismatched lexical material inside the VPs, we must exploit the 
optional i ty of reconstruct ion .  So  let 's turn to LFs which,  up to possible 
differences in F-marking, look like (43) .  
(43) everyx [x man x wants Georgey to y leave] [_ should �] 
If these are to be ruled out, it must be due to the appropriate-contrast condition . 
Can we show that this condition must fai l ,  whichever contain ing phrase around 
the deleted VP we choose, and wherever we place foci in side i t?  Consider the 
candidate phrases one by one. The smallest one is  x leave, the deleted VP i tself. 
Being deleted, it cannot contain any focus, so its focus value for any g contains  
just  the proposit ion that g(x) leaves .  No phrase around the antecedent VP 
expresses th is  proposit ion . Next ,  i nc lude the should, which may or not be 
focussed. I 7 Suppose that i t  is. Then we are looking at the focus  value of the 
phrase shouldF x leave, which is, for any g, the set ( f(that g(x) leaves) : f i s  an 
alternative to the meaning of should } .  This set contains,  besides the proposit ion 
that g(x) should leave ,  such proposit ions as that g(x) won't leave, that somebody 
wants g(x)  to leave, that g (x)  wants g(x) to leave , etcetera. I 8 None of these 
propositions is  expressed by any constituent around the anteceden t  VP ei ther. 
Clearly ,  if there were no focus  on should, there would  be even less of a chance of 
finding a suitable antecedent for appropriate contrast . Now the next larger phrase 
in (43 ) which contains the deleted VP is already the entire every-sentence.  But  
since this includes the antecedent VP as  wel l ,  we could not  possib ly find  for i t  a 
non-overlapping phrase around the antecedent VP, as demanded by the first clause 
in my definition of appropriate contrast (see (36» . So I conclude that, at l east as 
far as LFs of the form (43)  are concerned , i t  is  not possible to sat isfy the 
appropriate-contrast condition and thereby l icense VP-deletion . I have sti l l  not 
gi ven a real proof that the current theory generates no  LF for ( 1 6) i n  which 
deletion cou ld be l icensed .  Bu t  I have a plausible conjecture that th i s  i s  the 
case. 1 9  
Th i s  i s  the occasion to comment on  the " non-overlap " c l ause i n  my  
defin ition (36) .20 Suppose I had  omitted i t ,  and suppose there are foci in (43) on 
both should and the DP headed by every. Then the focus value of the ent ire 
structure (43 ) presumably contain s  the proposition that George leaves, which is 
expressed by the embedded c lause Georgey to y leave. 2 1 Thus e l l ipsis should be 
l icensed in ( 1 6) ,  contrary to fact .  The proh ibition against overl ap is therefore an 
important ingredient of my analys is ,  and i t  would be desirable not to have to 
stipulate i t ,  as I did in (36) .  One way or another, i t  should reduce to a general 
property of anaphora, given an appropriate understanding of the anaphoric nature 
of contrastive focus. Rooth ( l 992a), while he does not expl icit ly address the issue 
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of overlap, has some pertinent remarks which suggest the possibi l ty of relating 
overlap to Condition C of the B inding Theory .22.23 
Let us proceed to the contrasts in the antecedent-contained examples ,  such 
as ( 1 1 )/( 1 2) and (33)/(34) .  
( 1 1 )  1 visi ted every country 1 had to. 
( 1 2) *1 visited every town in every country 1 had to. 
(33)  Pol ly  visi ted every town Eric d id .  
(34) *Polly visited every town in every country Eric did. 
St i l l  sticking to the fomulas hypotheses, we begin again wi th the easier task of 
l icensing the good examples .  Here are some suitable LFs for ( 1 1 )  and (33) ,  with 
Fs marking the audible foc i  on had and Eric . 
(44) everyx [x country _ hadF to �] [_ PAST 1 v is i t  x]  
(45) everyx [x town [EricF]y did �] [Pollyz PAST z visit xl 
The VP-level  condit ion i s  unproblematic in  both cases,  and the appropriate­
contrast condit ion is also easy to meet : Choose the deleted VP itself in (44) , 
whose (s ingleton) focus  value of course contai ns  the regul ar value of the 
( identical) antecedent VP. In (45) ,  choose the sl ightly larger phrase [Eric Fly did y 
visit x. Since Eric i s  focussed, the focus value of this phrase, for any g, i s  the set 
{ that y vis i ted g(x) :  y E D } .  It thus contrasts appropriately with the phrase Pollyz 
PAST Z visit x. 
We proceed to the harder task of ru l ing out the bad cases .  The fol lowing 
potential LF-schemata (leaving open where the Fs are) are okay by the VP-level 
condition. 
(46) every x [x country _ had to �] 
[everyy [y town in x] [_ PAST I v is i t  y ]] 
(47) every x [x country [Eric]u did u-visi:Ht] 
[everyy [y town in x] [Pol lyz PAST z vis i t  y] ] 
What would  it take to satisfy the appropriate-contrast condition in (46) or (47 )?  
The candidates for larger phrases around the deleted VP are ( i )  I visit x ,  ( i i )  had to 
I visit x. ( i i i )  x country _ had to I visit x , and ( iv)  everyx [x country _ had to I 
visit xl in (46) (and the analogous ones in (47) ) .  The next larger phrase would be 
the complete sentence, which is unavai l able because of the overlap proh ibit ion. 
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We may safely disregard ( iv) ,  since it is of a semantic type unl ike any phrase 
around the antecedent VP. As for the other three, let's maximize our chances of 
finding an appropriate contrast by positing foci wherever possible. This means an 
F on had and an F on x country (and in (47) ,  an F on Eric) .  Even so, we won't 
succeed. All the focus values of these phrases depend on g .  The focus value of 
(i) I visit x contains  only the proposition that I visit g (x) .  The focus value of ( i i )  
hadF to I visit x contains various modal izations of this proposit ion. The focus 
value of (ii i) [x countrylF _ hadF to I visit x contains conjunctions of these 
modal izations with something else. But the constituents around  the antecedent 
VP in (46) do not express any propositions in these sets. They instead talk about 
my visiting g(y), or about my visting every town in g(x) . Analogous observations 
apply in  the case of (47) .  This was only a sketchy survey, of course, but I claim 
that no genuine alternatives arise from other derivable LFs, and that the ellipsis in 
( 1 2) and (34) is properly ruled out by the appropriate-contrast condition. 
Where do we stand with respect to the goal s of this section? I have argued 
that, given the formulas hypotheses about LF-structure, the Roothian two-level 
approach to ellipsis-licensing can correctly predict Kennedy's contrasts. This is a 
nice result in itself, but not the central claim of this paper. My main goal is to 
distinguish the formul as hypotheses from the predicate hypotheses .  S o  the 
question I must now address is whether the predicate hypotheses would be able to 
support an equal ly successful Roothian account of Kennedy 's  contrasts . I wi l l  
answer this question in the negati ve . Specifica l ly ,  I wi l l  show that the 
appropriate-contrast condition no longer suffices to rule out the bad examples 
( 1 6) ,  ( 1 2) ,  and (34), if we allow them to have the sorts of LFs that are generated 
under the predicates hypotheses. 
Look at the fol lowing predicates-style LF for ( 1 6) .  
(48) every [man AX[X wants George to leave]] [ shouldp leave] 
The VP-level condition is evidently met, and there is more than one way of 
meeting the appropriate-contrast condition as wel l .  The simplest way is to choose 
the deleted VP itself as the containing phrase. Its focus value is the singleton of 
the property of leaving, which is also the property expressed by the antecedent 
VP. At this point ,  we might consider adopting a sl ightly more restrictive 
defini tion of "appropriate contrast " ,  which wou ld  require ( in  addition to the 
existing clauses of (36)) that the phrase q, contain at least one focus .24 This would 
disqualify the deleted VP itself as a candidate , and we would have to fi nd a 
genuinely larger phrase in (48) to sati sfy the appropriate-contrast condition .  But 
then we only need to choose the phrase shouldF leave. should here is interpreted 
as a function from propert ies to propert ies ,  so the natural al ternatives to its 
denotation will be other functions of this type . Now consider the function f which 
maps any property P to the property of wanting George to have P .  If f i s  among 
the alternatives to [ [should] ] ,  then shouldF leave contrasts appropriately with the 
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VP want George to leave in (48) .  For notice that this VP denotes f( [ [leave ] ] ) .  So 
the ell ipsis should sti l l  be licensed. I conclude that the more restrictive definition 
of "appropriate contrast" is not sufficient to prevent ellipsis licensing in (48) .  
Of course, if we want to  hold on to the predicates hypotheses and sti l l  
account for Kennedy's facts, we might entertain other amendments to the theory 
of ellipsis or focus. Maybe the function f just doesn't qualify as an alternative to 
the meaning of should. But why not? There may be a principled answer to this 
question, but for the time being, I am not aware of one. 25 
Let us now look at some LFs which the predicates hypotheses provide for 
the antecedent-contained unacceptable examples,  ( 1 2) and (34) .  
(49) every [country "-x[ I hadF to visit-x]] 
Ay [every [town in y] Az [I PAST visit z] ]  
(50) every [country "-x [EricF did visit-x] ]  
Ay [every [town in y ]  Az[Polly PAST visit z] ] 
Again ,  there is clearly no problem with the VP-level condit ion. What about the 
appropriate-contrast condition? In (50), i t  is particularly easy to meet: just choose 
the relative c lause surrounding the deleted VP, v iz . ,  Ax[EriCF did visit xl. 
Because of the focus on Eric, i ts focus value is  the set of properties { having been 
visited by x: x E D } . The phrase Az[Polly PAST visit zl (which is the A-abstract 
resul ting from the application of QR to the 'town'-quantifier) evidently denotes a 
property i n  this set . (49) is not much different .  Here too, the relative c lause 
around the deleted VP (Ax[l hadF to visit xl) turns out to contrast appropriately 
with the phrase AZ[/ PAST visit zl, assuming that the meaning of the past tense 
operator is an alternative to the meaning of the modal have to. (Note that we can 
hardly avoid this assumption if we don't want to rule out the good example ( I I )  as 
wel l . )  
I conclude, then ,  for the  second and  final t ime, that the  formulas 
hypotheses are superior to the predicates hypotheses .  In conjunction with what, to 
the best of my current knowledge, i s  the correct theory of VP-e l l ips is ,  the 
formulas hypotheses support an explanation of the Kennedy contrasts , while the 
predicates hypotheses do not. 
6. Argument-contained ellipsis and focus: further empirical issues 
The gist of my analysis of Kennedy 's unacceptable cases is that they fai l because 
their structure somehow " leaves no room" for the contrastive focus that wou ld  
save them. In ordinary examples l ike (3 1 )  John called, and Mary did too, the 
deleted VP is al lowed to have a different subject ,  because that subject can be 
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focussed, and its focus can be interpreted in a domain which is separate from the 
antecedent VP. But in Kennedy's ( 1 6) *Every man who wants George to leave 
should, the same thing is not possible. If we place a focus on the whole quantifier 
every man who wants George to leave, that focus cannot be i nterpreted in a 
domain excluding the antecedent VP. And if we try to place the focus on a lower 
subject position, i . e . ,  on a variable bound by this quantifier, i t  will wind up on a 
trace, where it cannot be phonetically realized. 
If this i s  basical ly the right diagnosis of the phenomenon, we expect to 
find other kinds of cases where a VP cannot delete simply because it l acks a 
subject which is both phonetical ly overt and sufficiently local . Indeed, we find 
th is  situation in coordination structures where the two conjuncts share a single 
overt subject. 26 Compare (5 1 )  to (52) ,  which differs minimal ly by the presence of 
an overt and stressed pronoun .  
(5 1 )  *Sue wants George to leave, but should. 
(52) Sue wants George to leave, but SHE should. 
Interest ingly, this type of example does not fal l under the general ization which I 
quoted from Kennedy . Neither VP in (5 1 )  is contained in the other's subject .  
However, (5 1 ) does have this i n  common with ( 1 6) :  the smal lest consti tuent 
which contains the deleted VP and an overt binder of i ts  subj ect-posit ion also 
contains the antecedent VP. It i s  this containment rel ation which real ly  causes the 
ungrammaticality ,  if  my analysis i s  on the r ight track. 
The fol lowing pair is  also instructive. 
(53) *Every man who wanted Mary to leave promised to. 
(54) Every man who wanted Mary to leave promised HE would.  
Whether (53) falls under Kennedy 's  generalization depends. If you assume that 
there is no subject position in the to-infin i tive, and if you count the every-DP as 
an argument of both leave and promise, then (53) is covered. But i f  (53)  exhibits 
essential l y  the same structure and argument-relationships as (54) , except that i t  
has an empty pronoun (PRO) where (54) has an overt one,  then i t  i s  not. From the 
perspective of the analysis pursued in this paper, the ungrammaticality of (53)  is 
expected i ndependently of th is  deci sion . What matters i s  that the to- infin i tive 
lacks a subject that bears focus .  
We further predict - correctly, I th ink - that variants of (52) and (54) with 
an overt , but completely deaccented, pronoun are as unacceptable as (5 1 )  and 
(53) .  This too indicates that argument-containment in the sense of Kennedy's 
generalization is not always necessary to produce the violation . 
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The focus-based approach I am advocating might also be expected to 
throw l ight on the fact that at least some speakers can i mprove the bad examples 
by adding 'too ' ,  ' instead ' ,  or an adverbial reflexive. Kennedy ( 1 994:  4,  note 3 )  
reports that some o f  h i s  i nformants find ( 5 5 )  better than the corresponding 
sentence without instead, and I have heard people volunteer (56) ( though others 
rejected it) .  
(55) The woman who thought the man from Portland would catch a tuna did 
instead . 
(56) Every man who wants George to leave should himself. 
It appears that the added i tem in these examples serves to host a contrastive focus. 
This i s  suggestive, but I don't have an analysis of what exactly i s  going on here .  
There are other l oose ends, and some open problems may wel l  be very 
serious. While Kennedy 's  generalization treats the deleted VP and its antecedent 
in a completely symmetrical fashion, my approach, fol lowing Rooth ( I  992b ) , 
does not. For el l ips is to be l icensed, I have required that some phrase around the 
deleted VP must contrast appropriately with a phrase around the antecedent. But I 
have not required that there al so be a phrase around the antecedent VP which 
contrasts appropriately with one around the deleted VP. As a consequence of this ,  
I actually do not rule out the fol lowing vari ant of ( 1 6) ,  in which i t  i s  the fi rst VP 
that is  deleted. 27 
(57) Every man who wants GeorgeF to should leave . 
Provided that George i s  focussed, the appropriate-contrast condit ion can be 
satisfied in the fol lowing LF for (57). Note that the focus value of {George Fly to 
y leave contains the regular value of x leave (for any g). 
(58) [every x [ [x man] [x  wants [GeorgeF]y to y-leave]]] [should x leave] 
But according to Kennedy (and at least some of the other native speakers at the 
conference), (57) is no better than ( 1 6) .  I am not ready to defend a solution to this 
problem. Perhaps i t  can be argued that cases of backward e l l ips is are general ly 
awkward unless there i s  mutual contrast between phrases around the deleted and 
overt VPs . Obvious ly ,  th is  would require further empirical invest igation and 
analysis .  
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7. Conclusion 
Suppose the various loose ends can be tied, and my explanation of Kennedy' s  
contrasts essentially holds up .  Then what have we learned, and what questions 
should we ask next? So far, I have only stated my conclusions in rather particular 
terms:  VPs are formulas. Relative clauses are formulas .  The s ister nodes of 
determiners and moved DPs are formulas. This i s  a l i tt le unreveal ing .  For one 
thing, I should probably avoid the term "VP" . The recent syntact ic l iterature has 
entertained various highly articulated structures in the verbal-inflectional domain ,  
and what is called a "VP" there i s  often quite small and express ly excludes the 
verb 's  external argument. What I have been talk ing about here is real ly  the 
domain which i s  affected by so-called VP-ell ipsis, whatever category that may be . 
Even thi s  is not quite accurate. What does "affected by VP-el l ips is"  mean within 
the two-level approach to el l ips is l icensing? If you think about the logic of my 
argumentation, i t  turns out that the relevant domain is  the smallest phrase which 
could potentially satisfy the appropriate-contrast condition . This  phrase , I have 
shown, has to be a formula rather than a predicate . Now, I have been assuming 
that the smallest possible domain for satisfaction of the appropriate-contrast 
condition is the same constituent which is  referred to by the "VP-Ievel condition " 
(the condit ion requir ing lexical identity), and al so that th i s  i s  also the same 
constituent which i s  affected by phonetic deletion . But i f  one or both of these 
assumptions will have to be revised, then i t  i s  important to be aware that my 
conclus ion  regard ing "VPs"  appl ies  only to the domain re levant to the 
appropriate-contrast condition.28 
Thi s  leads to a more general question about the proper statement of my 
conclus ions .  Can I real l y  cla im that the various predicates generated by the 
predicates hypotheses don't exist , or might i t  be that the appropriate-contrast 
condition just doesn't  see them? Strictly speaking, I have at best shown the latter. 
It could turn out that the predicates hypotheses are correct after al l ,  and that it i s  a 
spec ial consequence of the theory of contrastive focus that on ly formula-sized 
constituents can enter into contrast relations. The Kennedy paradigm then could 
receive essent ial ly the same explanation , but nothing would fol low beyond the 
domain of focus  and e l l ips i s  theory . (To appreciate that th i s  is a v i able 
alternative, notice that even on the predicates hypotheses, LFs contain plenty of 
formulas too . The objections I raised against the predicates hypotheses did not 
turn on a lack of formu las but on an excess of predicate s . )  This possibi l i ty 
certainly remains open .  But  the stronger hypothes i s  is p rima facie more 
interesting :  the reason why the appropriate-contrast condition can never be met by 
a pair of predicates is simply that no such predicates exist .  Evidently ,  we would 
hope to eventual l y  fi nd confi rmation for thi s  cla im from other ,  superfic ia l ly 
unrelated, domains of evidence . 
And while we search for such evidence, we want to theorize about the 
general principles of syntax and semantics which are ult imately responsible for 
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the fact that we found formulas rather than predicates where we did. What have 
to be our bas ic assumptions about the u n iversal i nventory of semant ic  
composi t ion operat ions,  about possible mean ings  of lexical i tems,  about the 
construction of phrase structure, and about the nature of movement ,  so that the 
theory makes available just those LF-structures which we found to be attested? 
Endnotes 
*Earl ier versions of th i s  material were presented in seminars and colloquia at 
UMass Amherst, USC, M. I .T . ,  and UT Aust in ,  at the conference "S inn  und 
Bedeutung " i n  Ttibingen and, of course, at SALT 7 .  I would l ike to thank the 
organizers and audiences of all these presentat ions for their  i n terest and 
encouragement. I especially benefit ted from comments and questions by Danny 
Fox, Dan Hardt, Jim Higginbotham, Polly Jacobson, Chris Kennedy, Mats Rooth, 
and B arry Sche in .  About many of these questions and comments, I sti l l  need to 
think a l i ttle longer. So please don' t  be disappointed if I have not yet addressed 
them properly .  
I I  u se "formula" i n  the  sense of  s tandard treatments of Predicate Logic . A 
formula (unlike a " sentence") may contain free variables, but given an assignment 
of values to the variables, i t  has the same type of denotation as a sentence, i . e . ,  a 
tru th-value ( in  an extensional semant ics)  or a proposi t ion ( i n  an in tensional 
semantics) .  
2g [x/a] i s  that variable assignment which maps x to a and is otherwise just l ike g .  
3For  this  conception of QR, as wel l  as for other background assumptions 
regarding the syntax-semantics interface ,  see Heim and Kratzer ( in  press) . 
4This is actual ly just an ad hoc syncategorematic version of a special case of the 
rule .  For a general formulation , we need a semantic framework in  which semantic 
values are functions from variable assignments .  Such a framework is needed 
anyway for the compositional calculation of focus values (see Rooth 1 985) .  
5 ( 1 1 )  and ( 1 2) are based on Kennedy's (3a,b) (which appear as (33) ,  (34) below) .  
The reason why I do not  use  the  orig inal  examples here wi l l  soon become 
apparent. ( 1 5) and ( 1 6) below differ only triv ial ly from Kennedy's ( 1 5) ,  ( 1 6) .  
6It  i s  not relevant here whether the sentence i s  acceptable on another antecedent­
contained reading, viz. , ' I vis i ted every town in every country I had to vis i t  every 
town in ' .  That would not be a counterexample to Kennedy's general ization . 
7The reader is urged to consul t  Kennedy 's paper for a fuller range of examples and 
a thorough defense of the general ization's descriptive correctness .  
8For example, the logical equivalence condition by itself does not predict that the 
sentence First John saw his mother, and then Bill did cannot mean that John saw 
Fred's mother and Bi l l  saw h is  own mother. It would wrongly l icense deletion in 
an LF l ike ( i ) ,  in which the first pronoun is free and the second one bound. 
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( i )  John PAST [vp see x's mother] , and B il l  A.x [x did [vp see x 's mother] ] 
It might be thought that this problem disappears i f  referential pronoun s  are not 
analyzed as free variables (but, e .g . ,  as indexical s) .  However, this is not the 
solution , because the same problem ari ses in more compl icated cases where 
referential readings are not at issue. For instance, Every boy said that first John 
saw his mother and then Bill did cannot mean that every boy x said that John saw 
x's mother and Bi l l  h is own. 
90n the standard defini t ion,  alphabetic variance i s  a relation between (types of) 
expressions, and identical expressions are ipso facto alphabetic variants. See, e .g . ,  
Kal ish,  Montague and Mar ( 1 980: 346ff. ) .  Sag's notion i s  crucial ly a relation 
between occurrence s  of express ions ,  and defined in  such a way that two 
occurrences of the same expression (e.g. , the two VPs in  ( i )  of the previous note) 
are not necessarily "alphabetic variants" .  See Sag ( 1 976 :  1 04ff. ) .  
I OFor an overview, see Fiengo and May ( 1 994) and the references c ited there . 
l i ar, if  Partee's Derived VP Rule (Partee 1 975) i s  appl ied, they wil l  be /tz. z water 
x's plants and Au. u water y 's plants ,  which are l ikewise non-equivalent .  
1 2See Tancredi ( 1 992) for an independent related approach,  and recent work by 
Tomioka ( 1 997) and Wold ( in prep. )  for discussion and extensions of Rooth 's  
proposal . 
1 3Rooth's ( 1 992b) observations and discussion go a long way towards sorting out 
the relevant empirical i ssues and del ineating the role of th is VP-level condition in 
the overal l theory . He does not attempt an expl ici t  formulation, however. For 
commentary and an interesting solution to the problems left open by Rooth, see 
Wold ( in prep. ) .  
1 4See Rooth ( 1 985) .  
1 5The prosody and focus structure of the first sentence (Mary called) i s  left open 
here. There may or may not be an " anticipatory " contrastive focus on Mary i n  
addition to  the " retrospective" contrastive focus on  John. See Rooth ( I  992a). 
1 6There does not seem to be a lot of l i terature that develops the phonological side 
of Rooth 's focus theory . Notable exceptions are Truckenbrodt ( 1 995) and Rooth 
( I  996b) . 
1 7  A focus on the whole constituent should x leave is impossible, I take i t ,  because 
it would have to be real i zed by a main stress in the deletion site. 
1 8We do not want to assume that the focus value of shouldF x leave i s  the entire 
set { f(that g(x) leaves) :  f E D«s,t>,<s , t» j ,  s i nce thi s  would be the set of all 
propositions whatsoever. There has to be some restriction to those functions in 
D«s,t>,<s ,t» which are natural alternatives to [ [should) ] .  
1 9Another c lass of LFs t o  cons ider are those which d iffer from (43)  by  an 
additional (unreconstructed) intermediate trace of the every-DP: 
(i) everyx [x man x wants Georgey to y leave] [xz should x-lea¥e] 
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However, since a trace cannot be focussed any more than other phonetical ly 
missing constituents, the phrase X z  should z leave can have a focus at most on 
should. I ts  focus value thus coincides with that of shouldF x leave , which we have 
already considered. 
20The potential problem I am about to describe , and hence the need for the non­
overlap clause, was brought to my attention by Danny Fox and by Barry Schein .  
2 1 I am glossing over many technical details here .  I have not actually shown how 
to calculate regular semantic values, much less focus values, for quantifi cational 
DPs as represented under the formulas hypothes is .  (See note 4 . )  But  however 
this i s  done i n  deta i l ,  we will want to l icense contrast in  otherwise similar cases 
where there is no overlap, e.g. George left, and {every doctorlF did too . 
2 2In the present paper, I have abstracted away from too many syntactic and 
semantic detai ls  of Rooth 's original proposal to be more specific .  In a nutshell ,  
Rooth assumes that contrast is represented syntactically by coindexing of a covert 
focus anaphor with an antecedent phrase. And if the c-command domain of the 
focus anaphor is the scope of the focus interpretation operator whose argument i t  
is ,  then the sort of overlap I need to exclude involves c-command by the focus 
anaphor of i t s  antecedent. See Rooth ( 1 992a: 87 ,  note 8) .  
23The role which i s  played by the non-overlap condition in my proposal i s  at least 
vaguely remin iscent of a central feature of Kennedy's own analys i s  of h i s  
contrasts .  Kennedy ( 1 994) re lates the unacceptabi l i ty of ( 1 6) ,  ( 1 2) etc . to a 
constrain t  agai nst " referential c i rcularity " .  This may indicate that the two 
analyses are not as different as they superficially appear. A careful  comparison 
should be instructive, but is beyond the scope of this paper. 
24Thi s  requirement looks a bit arbitrary in the context of my abbreviated rendit ion 
of Rooth's  analysis of contrasti ve focus .  But i t  i s  natural or even unavoidable in 
the context of certain recent vers ions of Rooth 's  general theory of  focus 
interpretation . In  the framework of Wold ( 1 996), i t  amounts to  a speci al case of 
the proh ib i tion against  vacuous variable binders, and in  the movement theory 
entertained in Rooth ( 1 996a) , it follows automatically from the identifi cation of 
the F-feature with the focus- interpretation operator. In a different way, i t  also 
follows from Truckenbrodt's ( 1 995) principle of maximizing the domain of focus 
in terpretation . There seems to be empirical evidence for it as wel l ,  although the 
relevant argumentation is complex .  (See Truckenbrodt ( 1 995 )  for pert inent 
discussion . )  For the purposes of the present paper, I remain agnostic about it .  If 
there is  independent reason to assume it ,  then the correct analysis of examples 
( 1 5 ) and ( I I )  cannot be exactly as I gave it earl ier i n  th is  section . In (42) and 
(44) ,  the appropriate-contrast condition could then not be fulfil led by the deleted 
VPs themselves. But notice that i t  would sti l l  be satisfied by the phrases shouldF 
x leave in (42) and hadF to I visit x in (44) .  So we need not worry . 
25It may be observed that there is the fol lowing difference between [ [shoLtld] ] and 
f. Whereas [ [should] ] ,  the property operator, derives by a standard type-shift 
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operation from a proposit ional operator, there is no corresponding type­
« s, t>,<s,t» source for f. But why should the alternatives to [ [should] ] be 
constrained to property operators derived from propositional operators? Isn't the 
only real ly principled answer to this question that should itself denotes the basic 
propositional operator in the first place, as it would have to under the formulas 
hypothesis about VPs? 
261 need not take a stand here on whether this is IP conjunction wi th a null subject 
i n  the second Spec of IP,  or just I-bar conjunction . Either way, there is  no 
focusable spec of IP in the second conjunct. 
27This was pointed out at the conference by Dan Hardt. 
28For instance, suppose we adopt the assumption that appropriate contrast is 
defined only for phrases which contain at least one focus .  ( I  briefly considered 
this in section 5 and note 24. )  Then the smallest phrase which could possibly 
satisfy the appropriate-contrast condition wil l  always have to be at least the node 
right above the overt auxi l iary . In that event, the argumentation I have offered 
shows, strictly speaking, merely that this phrase is a formula, not that any proper 
part of i t  is. However, on most views of syntactic structure , the mother node of 
the aux i l iary won't  dominate a subject unless that subj ect  is already in  the 
auxiliary's  complement. 
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